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Pakistan political leaders must suspend political a-gender & Support 
The government in hour of need 

London, 08.04.2020, 01:58 Time

USPA NEWS - Pakistan political leaders must suspend political agender & support the government in hour of need

The danger to the wellbeing of the people of Pakistan who are facing severe threat to their lives and that of their families is of grave
concern as the Corona Virus Covid -19 has unleashed its terror on the defenceless people of Pakistan and the rest of the world. This
global pandemic has so far created havoc by attacking and killing indiscriminately whoever it comes into contact with.
 
Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare activist said,The pandemic has already killed over 1million
defenceless people around the world, the damage to the world´s economy is beyond comprehension and running into hundreds of
billions of dollars. The public around the world are perplexed and very concerned for their lives and that of their family without a clear
end in sight. The political leaders of the countries around the world have put all their politics on hold to help their government fight the
Corona Virus. 

This Corona Virus pandemic has caused a national emergency in Pakistan. In order for Pakistan to fully focus and challenge this
pandemic the country needs to direct all of its attention and its resources against this deadly Corona Virus.
 
Therefore, it is now more than any other time in the history of Pakistan imperative that all the political party leaders must put their
politics and personal differences aside and must unite behind the government of Pakistan, to form a government of national unity to
challenge this pandemic. Pakistan political party leaders Shehbaz Sharif, Bilawal Bhutto Zardari, Chaudhry Shujaad Hussain,
Maulana Fazal ur Rehman, Siraj “ªUl Haq“¬ and others must urge their members and followers to unite and support the government of
Pakistan and the Pakistan armed forces to fight as one “Team Pakistan,“� in the national interest of their beloved country. The
solidarity of every man, woman and child in Pakistan for Pakistan is the only option to protect and defend the nation´s inhabitants in
this difficult time faced by Pakistan and the rest of the world. The Pakistan media has to play a very responsible and patriotic role by
putting Pakistan first over and above political issues in the national interest of Pakistan.
 

The only news during these challenging times should be focused on national unity and on the national emergency faced by the nation.
The national interest of Pakistan must be at the forefront of the media houses in Pakistan and every correspondent whether it be the
press, television or electronic and social media must focus on the welfare and defence of Pakistan and have one clear mandate,
“Pakistan first“�.
 

Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan must extend his hand and invite all the political party leaders of Pakistan in this hour of need to
join him in the national interest of Pakistan, said Shazada Hayat.
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